POPULATING THE MOLECULAR ORBITALS
The orbital picture we have described above is really just a potential picture of the
electronic structure of dinitrogen (and any other main group or p-block diatomic). We
won't get a real picture of dinitrogen's structure until we populate these potential levels
with electrons.
o

Only the energy levels with electrons have an effect on the energy (and
behaviour) of the molecule.

In other words, the energy of the electrons determine the behaviour of the molecule. The
other energy levels are only possibilities that remain unfulfilled.

Think about the picture of dinitrogen.
o

each nitrogen has five valence electrons.

o

there are a total of ten electrons.

o

two each go into the s s bonding and s s* antibonding levels. Remember, we kept
these separate from the p set as a simplification.

o

two each go into the s p bonding and each of the p bonding levels.

The remaining orbitals (s p* antibonding and each of the p * antibonding levels) are
unoccupied. These are imaginary levels that do not play a role in determining the energy
of dinitrogen. In a real molecular orbital calculation, the electrons in these levels would
contribute to the overall energy of the molecule.
We get additional information from this picture. For example, we can see the bond order
in dinitrogen.
o

Bond order is just the number of bonds between a pair of atoms.

o

The bond order is one of several factors that influences the strength of the
covalent bond.

o

The higher the bond order, the more electrons are shared between the atoms, and
the stronger the bond.

In dinitrogen, the s s bonding s s* antibonding levels cancel each other out. One pair is
lower in energy than it was in the atom, but the other is higher. There is no net lowering
of energy. These electrons do not contribute to a nitrogen-nitrogen bond. These are nonbonding electron pairs.
The six electrons in the s p bonding and the p bonding levels, however, represent a
decrease in energy from the energy levels in the free nitrogen atoms. These three, lowenergy pairs of electrons indicate three bonds between the nitrogen atoms.
Remember, we have made some short-cuts in this picture, and a real molecular orbital
calculation could give slightly different results. Nevertheless, it would still reveal a bond
order of three as well as two non-bonding electron pairs.

In addition, sometimes molecular orbital pictures are shown in different ways. A
molecular orbital interaction diagram shows how atomic or molecular orbitals combine
together to make new orbitals. Sometimes, we may be interested in only the molecular
orbital energy levels themselves, and not where they came from. A molecular orbital
energy level diagram just shows the energy levels in the molecule. Frequently, but not
always, energy level diagrams are shown without any pictures of the orbitals, in order to
focus attention on the energy levels, which in a fundamental way are the most important
part of the picture. Furthermore, because only the occupied energy levels actually
contribute to the energy of the molecule, sometimes the higher-energy, unoccupied
orbitals are left out of the picture.

Very often the results of molecular orbital calculations reinforce what we would predict
from Lewis structures. If you draw a Lewis structure of dinitrogen, you will also predict a
triple nitrogen-nitrogen bond. The chief advantage of molecular orbital theory is that it
allows quantitative prediction of energy when we do a real calculation on a computer. In
addition, it is important to realize that there is no real reason for the octet rule unless we
consider quantum mechanics. Lewis structures are founded on an empirical observation
that electrons form pairs and octets, without attempting to explain why. Molecular orbital
theory takes some fundamental relationships from physics and applies them to very
complicated molecules with very good success. Just by knowing the number of electrons
in the molecule, and by knowing approximately where the nuclei are located in the
structure, molecular orbital calculations give very useful information about energy. In

addition, in more complicated cases than N2, these calculations can even correct our first
guess about molecular geometry and where the bonds are located.
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